
November 2015 Gettysburg True Growth Experience

Battlefield Tour – Tour Guide: Len Fullenkamp

Overall Score (1-10 Scale): 10.0

Comments:

“The most knowledgeable man on the history of any battle.”

“By far the best exercise in analyzing leadership situations and
challenges. The small group discussions during the day were
valuable in applying these examples into present day situations.”

“Len was excellent – so much knowledge!”

‘Words cannot describe.”

“Never been on a battlefield before – was overwhelming at points
at the magnitude of the events.”

“Enlightening, sobering, thought provoking – thank you for
bringing us Len’s passion and leadership.”

“Fantastic use of the day – Len was such a powerful speaker. He’s
fantastic and really engaging.”

“This was one of the greatest experiences and helped me put
some of my personal feelings and beliefs into perspective.”



“Awesome experience.”

“Was not prepared to be on the battlefield like that. He was more
than I would have expected and it brought to life what he had
learned. Len is truly an expert.”

“World class experience with a bona fide world class expert.”

“A moving experience with an outstanding guide who brought
me back to that point in history. Lots of lessons that can be
applied to my life.”

“Len was amazing. That walk will forever be part of my life and
who I am in the future. I will use it as a tool for increasing and
inspiring energy for myself and others.”

“Beyond words. Connecting the leadership of the Generals to
current professional environment is invaluable. A history lesson
and leadership training in one day!”

“What a great experience!!”

“Unbelievable day for the weather, the history, and what was
shared with our group.”

“Incredible!! Awe inspiring – Len’s command of the subject and
ability to relate the leadership lesson was a gift.”

“Phenomenal!!  Len is remarkable – his passion is contagious and
his knowledge is amazing. I am so blessed to have been a psrt of
this day – moving experience.”

“Len was exceptional and his knowledge of the battle and
location was unbeatable. I am grateful for the experience.”



“Len was extremely knowledgeable. The coaches were excellent.
To be placed in the presence of you all in this exercise was truly
awe inspiring.”


